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The number of victims goes to 13. 
from from Macedonia 
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USPA NEWS - The number of victims in the accident that happened tonight on the Skopje-Tetovo road has gone to 13. Health
Minister Venko Filipche has pronounced for the tragic accident of the Skopje-Tetovo motorway, Macedonian Telegraph reports.
"Unfortunately, there has been a terrible accident where a bus with 50 passengers has been rolled. We reacted in time. All state
institutions but also some private ones are involved. 25 patients were admitted. Four patients are being hospitalized and two of them
will be surgical interventions. The number of victims goes to 13. "said Filipçe Otherwise, around 17:00 a bus was rolled off on the
Skopje-Tetovo highway. Helicopters, ambulances, police crews and many citizens were engaged to take off injured passengers who
were trapped in the rolling buses.

Macedonian Prime Minister Zoran Zaev, through his Facebook profile, has expressed condolences to the victims' families in the heavy
accident that happened on the Skopje-Tetovo highway, whereby 13 people were killed and dozens others injured.

"Pain and sorrow can not be measured and there are no words that can comfort the serious accident that was fatal to many of our
fellow citizens. Praise to their loved ones. We mobilize all the strengths and capabilities to help all of us others who are in danger of life
so they can return to their loved ones as soon as possible, "Zaev wrote.Most of the victims who lost their lives tonight from the tragic
accident on the Skopje-Tetovo highway are from Gostivar.

Indeksonline sources have pointed out that the victims are mostly from Gostivar, a country known for many Albanian settlements.

The passengers from this bus were mostly from Gostivar and confirmed by the first of this municipality, Arban Taravari.

He expressed sadness from this tragedy by pointing out that he had visited some of the hospitalized ones, adding that their condition
was being treated professionally by the medical team.
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